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Reference Point Properties (English Units)











The Handbook of Physical and Thermal Property Data for Hydrogen was prepared for
the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) under contract NAS 8-20342.
This is Volume I of two volumes that constitute the final report for work performed
under the MSFC contract. Mr. A. L. Worlund of the Fluid Thermal Systems Branch
of the Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Labcretory (R-P&VE-PTF) was the technical
manager at MSFC for this effort. ']?he primary purpose of presenting these data in
handbook form is to provide a convenient source of consistent data for physical and ther-
mal properties of hydrogen, with emphasis on the triple--point region.
This volume is the firstknown compilation of slush hydrogen properties presented in a
format convenient to space-vehicle designers. The increased density and storabilityof
hydrogen propellant, with use of subcooled liquidand slush, warrant incorporation of
these data into a single-source book. Data presented were selected after a thorough
search of all literature presently available.
All property data are presented in both the English and Internationalsystems of units.
This not only satisfiesa contractural requirement, but also provides convenient, reli-
able data for designers working with either system. Conversion factors are presented
in Section 5.
During performance of this contract program, close coordination was maintained with
Mr. D. B. Mann and Mr. D. B. Chelton of the Cyrogenics Division of the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) Institute for Materials Research, where a related analytical
and experimental program is in progress. Figure 1-] shows a mixture of liquid and
solid hydrogen under study in that program. This photograph was taken by NBS after
the mixture had aged approximately 40 hr.
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Physical and thermal property data in the solid, liquid, and vapor states ne:_r tht,
triple-point temperature of 13. 803 ° K (24.85 ° R) were used ft'om this d:_ta book in pt, l'-
forming the hydrogen slush utilization contract stud)'. Nearly all propertit, s lu't,s{,_ltt,d
were selected for parahydrogen, since this is the major component of [ow-temp{'l':Htwc
equilibrium mixtures. However, certain properties, such as the solubility of heliul_l
in hydrogen, exhibit significantly different properties for parahydrogen :tll(t ()rtho-
hydrogen in the region near the critical-point. Therefore, this p_'ot)urty w_ts t)_'v-
sented for equilibrium mixtures whose properties are shown in Figs. 2-1 and :',-[.




PHYSICAL-THERMAL PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN
IN ENGLISH UNITS
Physical and thermal property data foi_ hydrogen in the regions between the triple-point
and the critical-point are presented in the Englisl, _ystenl of units in the following table
and illustrations.




REFERENC E- POINT PROPERTIES
(English Units)
One Critical
Physical Property Triple Point Atmosphere Point

































































(a) This value is suitable due to the time required to reach equilibrium.
(b) At temperature 0.6% off one atmosphere saturated temperature.
(c) Either read h'om plot or interpolated.
(d) Not applicable.
(e) No data given or uncertain conditions
(f) Calculated using referenced properties.
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TEMPERATURE (OR)
Fig. 2-1 Parahydrogen Composition of Ortho-para Mixture at Equilibrium
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Fig. 2-2 Parahydrogen Pressure-Temperature Phase Diagram
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0.10 TO I .0 PSIA
REF. I
SOLID VAPOR
i 'i i i
20 21 22 23 24 25
TEMPERATURE (°R)
26
Fig. 2-3 Parah.vdrogen Pressure-Temperature Phase Diagram (0.1 to I.0 psia)
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TEMPERATURE (°R)
Fig. 2-4 Parahydrogen Pressure-Temperature Phase Diagram (1.0 to 10.0 psia)
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Fig. ')-5 t arahvdrogcn Pressure-Temperature Phase Diagram (10 to 100 psia)
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2-6 Parahydrogen Pressure-Temperature Phase Diagram (100 to 1000 psia)
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Fig. 2-7 Enthalpy of Saturated Parahydrogen Liquid
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Fig. 2-8 Enthalpy of Satu_-aled l)a_'ahydrogen Val)ot"
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Fig. 2-_) Internal Energw of Saturated Parahydrogen Liquid
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0 50 60 70
Fig. 2-10 Internal Energy" of Saturated Parahydrogen Vapor
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l,",_h..'2- 11 tlcat Cctp_tcitv_ of Saturated Parahydrogen at Constant Pressure
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Fig. 2-12 Heat Capacit:,' of Saturated Parahydrogen at Constant Volume
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REF. 3 TRIPLE POINT
K-11-67-1
Vol. I
L _ , . 1 •
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Fig. 2-13 tteat Capacity (Cs) of Saturated Solid Parahydrogen
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Fig. 2-14 Heat Capacity (Cp) of Saturated Solid Parahydrogen
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Fig. 2-15 TemIx_rature-I':ntropy Diagram (English Units)
(From NBS File D58£1, ,\pril 1965)
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Fig. 2-16 Energy Absorption Cal)ability of Saturated Parahydrogcn
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Fig. 2-18 Density of Saturated Parahydrogen Liquid
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Yig. '2-19 Density of Saturated Parahydrogen Vapor
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Fig. 2-20 Density of Liquid and Solid-Liquid Mixtures of Saturated Parahydrogen
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Fig. '2-21 l)ensity of qoiid r'arahydrogen Along the Melting Line
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Fig. 2-22 Specific Volume of Liquid and Solid-Liquid Mixtures
of Saturated Parahydrogen
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I:i_. 2-2:_ Specific, Volume of Solid Parahydrogen Along the Melting IAne
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Fig. 2-24 Thermal Conductivity of t ar:thvdroKen IAquid and Vapor
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35
Fig. 2-25 Thermal Conductivity of Pa_'ahydrogen Solid
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VAPOR AT 100 mm Hg
10 20 30 40 50 60
TEMPERATURE (°R)
7O
Fig. 2-26 Viscosity o:i Parahydrogen
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Via. 2-27 Surface Tension Properties of Parahydrogen
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Fig. 2-2'_ Dielectric Constant of Parahydrogen Solid and I,iquid
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Fig. 2-29 Dielectric Constant of Parahydrogen Vapor
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PIIYSICAL-THERMAL PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN IN INTERNATIONAL UN1TS
Physical and thermal property data for hydrogen in the regions between the triple-
point and the critical-point are presented in the International system of units in the
following table and illustrations
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(43.9 y 10-6 )(c)
2. 990 × 10 -5
1.0004
1.2503
(1. 2505)( c )
0. 9838 (f)










(a) This value is suitable due to the time required to reach equilibrium.
(b) At temperatures 0.6% off one atmosphere saturated temperature.
(c) Either read from plot or interpolated.
(d) Calculated using referenced properties.
(e) Not applicable.
(f) No data given or uncertain cendition_.
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TEMPERATURE (°K)
l'ig. 3-I l'arah',dL'_gen Composition of Ortho-para Mixture at Equilibrium
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Fig. 3-2 Parahydrogcn Pressure-Tcmpel:'aturc Phase Diagram
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Pa,'ahydrogc, Pres_,,r_'-] cm_erature',_ Phase Diag,'a,n (1. _; _o 10. () N,,cm )
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t):_r:Lhy(trog_,n Prt,ssur(.,--Tem|),:r:_tur(' Phase !)i:tgr_u_ (10 to 100 N/era-)
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Par-thydrogen Pressure.-T_.r, tp,.rature Ph:tse Diagram (100 to 1000 N/cm")
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| Fig. :_-T l.ln_i_zdpy ,,'!" Ntturated l)arahydrogen IJquid
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Fig. 3-8 Enthalpy ot ,_turated Parahydr,)genVapor
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Fig. 3-!_ lnt(,rnal l.:nur_;} ,,f S:_turated Parahy(h")ge,_ I.iquid
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l'i_, 1-I1 !h,at (':_i}acitv {A Satur::t{,d I}aPa, hydr{}_en at Conskmt Pressure
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Fig. 3-12 Ileat Capacity of Saturated Parahydr()gc_ :ItC,>nstant \'(flume
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Fig. 3-13 Heat Capacity (C s) of Saturated Solid Parahydroger
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Fig. 3-L5 Temperature-Entropy Diagram (International Units)
(From NBS File D5881, April 1965)
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Fig. 3-16 Energy Absorption Capability of Saturated Parahydrogen
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Fig. 3-1 8 Density of Saturated t'arahydrogen Liquid
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Fig. 3-19 Density of Saturated Parahydrogen Vapor
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Fig. 3-20 Density of Liquid and Solid-Liquid Mixtures of ,Saturated Parahydrogen
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Density ,)f _ )hd Parahydrogen Along the Melting Line
26
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Fig. 3-22 Specific Volume of Liquid and Solid-Liquid Mixtures
of Saturated Parahydrogen
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t:ig. 3-23 Specific Volume of Solid Parahydrogen Alol_g the Melting Line
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Fig 3-24 ]h_r_:_LC_)nductivitv ,_f P:u':fi_ydr,)gcn Liquic I and Vapor
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GIVEN IN REFERENCE 12O!A_TM.
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I:ig. " "'-.,-_._ Thern,al ConductivitT of Parahydrogen _lid
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Fi_. 3-26 Viscosib" of Parahydrogen
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Fig. 3-27 Surface Tension Properties of Pazahydrogen
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Fig. 3-28 Dielectric Constant of Parahydrogen Solid and Liquid
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Fig. 3-29 Dielectric Constant of Parahydrogcn Vapor
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Multiply By To Obtain
Atmosphere (atm)
Atmosphere (atm)
British thermal unit (Btu)
Btu per hour-foot-°R (Btu/hr-ft-°R)
Btu per OR (Btu/°R)
Btu per pound-°R (Btu/lb-°R)
Btu per pound (Btu/ib)






Joules per OK (joule/OK)
Joules per gram-°K (joule/gm-OK)
Joules per gram (joule/g-m)
Joules per GMole (joule/GMole)
Joules per GMole (joule/GMole)
Joules per gram (joule/gin)
Kilogram (kg)
Kilogram per cubic meter (kg/m 3)
Meters (m)
Newtons (N)
Newtons per square prater (N/m 2)
Newtons per square meter (N/m 2)
Pounds-mass (lb-mass)
Pounds per cubic foot (lb/ft 3)
Pounds-force (lb-force)
Pounds per square inch (lb/in. 2)
Pounds per square inch (lb/in. 2)




























6.895 x 10 3
6.804 x 10.2
57.78
Pounds per square inch (lb/sq 2)
Newtons per square meter (N/m 2)
Joules (joule), watt-second
(w-sec), or newton-meters (N-m)
Watts per cm-°K (W/cm-°K)
Joules per OK (joule/°K)
Joules per gram-°K (joule/gin-OK)





British thermal units (Btu)
Btu per OR (Btu/OR)
Btu per pound-°R (Btu/lb-OR)
Btu per pound (Btu/lb)
Btu per pound (Btu/lb)
Joules per gram (joule/gm)
Joules per GMole (joule/GMole)
Pounds-mass (lb-mass)
Pounds per cubic foot (lb/ft 3)
Feet (ft)
Pounds-force (lb-force)
Pounds per square inch (lb/in.2)
Atmosphere (atm)
Kilogram (kg)
Kilogram per cubic meter (kg/m 3)
Newtons (N)
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